VWAP BASICS – WHAT IS VWAP?
VWAP stands for Volume Weighted Average Price.
The blue line on my charts is the 1-minute VWAP, and it’s THE
ONLY LINE THAT MATTERS IN THE STOCK MARKET.
I’ll explain why that is in just a moment.
I also employ a multi-day VWAP that requires a custom ThinkorSwim
code – exclusively available to all Warlock’s World members – but
the 1-minute VWAP is the basis for almost ALL of my trading; you
don’t need the multiday to make money trading VWAP.
If you have ThinkorSwim, you can add the 1-minute VWAP on your
charts by going to Studies/All Studies/V/VWAP and looking at a
1-minute chart.

Here’s how VWAP is calculated, according to TD Ameritrade’s
ThinkorSwim (TOS) platform, which is what I use on my show:

For the majority of us too stupid to understand ^^that^^, it boils down
to this:
While most indicators show a stock’s average price or relative strength
over a comparatively lengthy period of time, VWAP offers a
REAL-TIME look at the underlying volume – showing me price points
at which the transactions are happening.
VWAP is expressed as a trendline, and the stock’s location relative to
this line tells me whether the buyers or sellers are in control… and
which side of the aisle I should be on to make money as a day trader
(more on that in a minute).
Many trading platforms outside of ThinkorSwim also have the
1-minute VWAP available; call your broker or your platform’s customer
service line if you’re unsure, and make sure you COMPLAIN if they
don’t.

WHY IS VWAP IMPORTANT?
The entire market is RIGGED and revolves around institutional
algorithms.

The blue line – the 1-minute VWAP – is telling you where institutional
money is going into the market.
Take Geovax Labs (GOVX), for example.
You can see on the chart below that once GOVX shares broke back
above the 1-minute VWAP, volume increased and moved even higher.

That’s no coincidence.
When a stock makes a definitive move back above the 1-minute
VWAP, that tells us that BIG, institutional money is coming into the
stock, and that’s what gives us the volume.
We’re not looking to move markets or find the next hidden gem,
we’re using VWAP to ride the wave of institutional money flow
causing spikes in price action.
When a stock moves back below the 1-minute VWAP, it tells us the big
boys are hitting the exits, and that there could be further downside
follow through in price.

Take this chart below from SIGA Technologies (SIGA) for example.
You can see on the chart once SIGA broke the 1-minute VWAP to the
downside, volume increased and price action accelerated.

Pretty neat, right?
But Kenny, how do I use this in my every day trading?
I wasn’t finished, Blanche.

HOW DO I TRADE VWAP?
Now that we’ve established the importance of VWAP, if I say “This
stock is breaking back over VWAP” during one of my Warlock’s
World sessions, you might think, “Institutional money is getting into
this stock – maybe I should buy it.”

On the flipside, stocks making decisive moves back BELOW the
1-minute VWAP often present opportunities on the bearish side –
which is when I tend to short shares.

One Minute Multiday VWAP Reversal
Maybe you’ve heard me utter the phrase “that’s a one minute
multiday VWAP reversal” and you have no idea what I’m talking
about.
Well today, that changes.
On my charts, I technically have TWO lines.
The blue line is the most important – that’s the 1-minute VWAP, and
it’s available on most charting platforms.
The orange line is the multiday VWAP – or multiple time frame
VWAP.

For the most part, I use the 1-minute VWAP to help me determine
which side of a trade – long or short – to be on.
But what about when a stock breaks the 1-minute VWAP? At that
point, how do I determine significant price levels?
That’s where the multiday VWAP comes into play.
I don’t know all the technical mumbo jumbo behind the multiday
VWAP.
In fact, my friend and Warlock’s World trainer, SOLIDJELLO
programmed the code CUSTOM for me and all Warlock’s World
members.

The multiday VWAP is roughly an average of the prior day’s
VWAP and the current day’s VWAP.
Significant price levels often become significant again.
As day traders, the VWAP levels that the stock was trading at the day
before carry a HUGE significance.
This is what makes the multiday VWAP so important. And so powerful.
Take a look at this recent chart of the ProShares Ultra Short VIX
Futures (UVXY)…

Thanks to 1-minute VWAP – blue line – and multiday VWAP – orange
line – I see TWO trades on this stock.
When price action breaks below VWAP, it’s a signal to short the stock.
If you don’t know what shorting is or how to do it, stay tuned, I’ll cover
that soon.

Once the stock’s price hits the multiday VWAP, that’s a significant
price level to cover a short position.
And it’s a good thing, too, because look what happens next.
The share price rises back to the multiday and breaks above it.
That could be a reason to buy stock, with an upside target of VWAP.
It’s obviously much more nuanced than that, but that is the basics of it.
When a stock moves from the 1-minute VWAP to the multiday – from
the blue line to the orange line – that’s what I call a 1-minute
multiday VWAP reversal.
Ta-daa! Now you know what it is!

Earnings and why it matters
Companies report earnings every quarter.
Most investors and financial news outlets focus on things like earnings
per share, revenue, guidance, EBITDA…
To me, none of that matters.
I’m pretty sure I don’t even know what EBITDA means.
Remember, with VWAP trading, all we care about in Warlock’s World
is VOLUME and PRICE.
So all those ratios and metrics? Throw ’em out the window.
I’m sure you’re asking…
But Kenny, if you don’t care about what the earnings report says, why
do you care about the stock reporting earnings?

Ahhhhhhhhh I’m glad you asked, Blanche.
As a disciple of VWAP, I’m looking for stocks with high trading
VOLUME.
The more volume, the stronger the corresponding VWAP signal will
be.
At no point in the year do we see more relatively predictable volume
and volatility spikes than during quarterly earnings season.
Earnings opens the door for Warlock’s World members to trade
stocks they might not otherwise – stocks that regularly have LOW
volume.
Let me give you an example.
In May, for instance, I guided the Warlock’s World community to an
INSANE trade in Dick’s Sporting Goods (DKS).
DKS isn’t very high on the list of stocks that I would normally consider
“good” for day trading.
The average daily trading volume for DKS is a paltry 1.9 million
shares.
For comparison, the Invesco QQQ Trust (QQQ) – my favorite stock –
averages over 81 million shares traded per day.
Higher trading volume usually creates larger moves for stocks, as well
as being LIQUID.
Liquidity is what makes nimble day trading possible.
But let’s get back to DKS.

During Money Morning LIVE that day, I let VWAPians EVERYWHERE
know that not only was I looking to go long DKS, but I gave a
significant price level of $63.50.

DKS was hovering around that level. It wasn’t too late to get in.
The stock was above the 1-minute VWAP and appeared to be on its
way to the multiday VWAP.
AKA the 1-minute multiday VWAP reversal.
DKS never broke back under VWAP, rising as high as $81 per share.
The stock saw over 38 million shares traded today.
That’s over 20 times its average trading volume.
Are you picking up what I’m putting down?
The stock reported earnings – so it’s on my radar for the day.

The stock broke the 1-minute VWAP (blue line) to the upside, giving
me a reason to buy.
The stock then broke above significant price levels rising towards my
target of the multiday VWAP (orange line).
DKS broke through the multiday VWAP. So I started adjusting the time
frame of the multiday VWAP to continue to find new upside targets as
the price continued to rise.
Even only 100 shares from the significant price level of $63.50 to the
daily high of $81.30 would have yielded nearly $2,000 in profit.
My main point is:
EARNINGS = VOLUME & VOLATILITY
VOLUME = LIQUIDITY
VOLATILITY = PRICE MOVEMENT
LIQUIDITY + PRICE MOVEMENT = VWAP TRADES
VWAP TRADES = $$$
That’s why earnings is SO important.
That’s how I narrow down the over 8,000 stocks on the market to the
10 or 12 that I’m watching every day.
And there’s always stocks reporting earnings.
When people think about earnings, they think about the BIG names –
Apple (AAPL), Amazon (AMZN), Microsoft (MSFT)…the list goes on
and on.
They think about tech and big banks and companies like Walmart
(WMT)…

They’re not looking at Dick’s Sporting Goods (DKS).
But you know what? I am.
Let ’em have the big dogs. When the time is right, we’ll trade those
too.
But I can find WINNERS for my Warlock’s World members EVERY
DAY.
Because I know what to look for, I know how to find the price levels,
and I have the only trading indicator you’ll ever need in my holster.

Shorting
You may have heard the term “shorting” and wondered what the heck
that means.
Most traders buy a stock at a certain price, then hope it goes higher so
they can sell it to someone else and pocket the difference, right>
Shorting is the other side of the coin.
A short seller is hoping the stock goes LOWER, not higher, and
they can make money on the way down – but not without facing
some steep risk.
Here’s how the mechanics work, in a nutshell:

However, unlike simply buying shares outright, where your risk is
limited to whatever you paid, selling a stock short is extremely risky
and not for the faint of heart, which is why you need special
clearance from your broker.
That’s because you’re on the hook to return those borrowed shares,
no matter the price.
So if you short a stock, and the trade goes against you – the share
price starts to rise – you’d either have to hold and pray the price drops
again, or swallow your losses and buy them back for more than what
you sold.
And holding and praying just isn’t something that we do in Warlock’s
World.
So let’s say that you can’t short shares of stock.

Either you don’t have permission from your broker or you have a small
account.
It’s still possible to bet on a downside move of the stock using options.
For more info on how to option-ize my VWAP trades, check this
out.
One of the main downsides of only being able to trade options is that
you can’t do it in premarket.
But at least it allows you to get on the short side of things.
If my explanation of shorting was a little hard to wrap your head
around, CLICK HERE – or on the video below – to see how I
explain shorting with my friend Spock.

My Favorite Chart Setups
In Warlock’s World we care about VOLUME and PRICE.

However, there are some other chart setups and patterns that are
crucial to being a successful VWAPian.
First is the “Fakeout, Shakeout, Breakout” – or the Fo’ Sho’ Bro .
To see the Fo Sho Bro in action, click here or on the image below
for a video breakdown.

Another of my favorite chart setups that I teach in Warlock’s World is
the Finger of God.
When a stock tests and is subsequently rejected at the 1-minute
VWAP (blue line), you’ll sometimes see a quick and dirty sell-off.
Take this recent chart from Snapchat (SNAP), for example.

I realize it’s hard to see the prices and full details on the chart, but all
you need to notice is that finger pushing price below the 1-minute
VWAP and how it KEEPS FALLING.
This is when the dip keeps dipping.
A handy pattern to be aware of when the market has been facing
aggressive sell-offs like it has been recently.
Another Warlock’s World favorite is the Checkmark of the Lord
AKA the Dip & Rip.
In this pattern, you’re looking for a stock that falls below the 1-minute
VWAP…only to bounce off support at the multiday VWAP. That’s your
first sign that the selling might be over already.
Take a look at a recent example from Digital Turbine (APPS).

This is a textbook example of a Checkmark of the Lord. Be on the
lookout for it in your trading.
And perhaps the most popular chart setup of ALL TIME in Warlock’s
World…
The Kardashian Bottom.
Also called the “buttcrack bottom”, this pattern looks like the letter W.
This is when a stock breaks down, tries to rally, fails, falls back to
relatively the same level and then tries to break out again.
If the stock is able to get over the middle point of the W and rally back
where it broke down from, there’s a good chance it can go higher.
Here’s an example of a Kardashian Bottom.

It’s probably hard to see the prices or which stock this is, but for this
example, it doesn’t matter.
What I want you to see is how the price action and candlesticks form
the left cheek when the stock breaks down…
How it tries to rally and fails…
How it forms the right cheek after eventually breaking back over
VWAP to the upside…
And how it moves higher after rising above both the middle of the
“crack” and the price it broke down from.
Kardashian Bottoms appear frequently on charts. The chart above is
a good example of the bigger the butt, the bigger the breakout.

These are probably my favorite setups to trade, and you’d be
surprised at how frequently they appear on stock charts.
And remember – these patterns can be inverted and work the exact
same way.

